Klainerman, Luk and Rodnianski derived an anisotropic criterion for formation of trapped surfaces in vacuum, extending the original trapped surface formation theorem of Christodoulou. The effort to understand their result led us to study the intersection of a hyperplane with a lightcone in the Minkowski spacetime. For the intrinsic geometry of the intersection, depending on the hyperplane being spacelike, null or timelike, it has the constant positive, zero or negative Gaussian curvature. For the extrinsic geometry of the intersection, we find that it is a noncompact marginal trapped surface when the hyperplane is null. In this case, we find a geometric interpretation of the Green's function of the Laplacian on the standard sphere. In the end, we contribute a clearer understanding of the anisotropic criterion for formation of trapped surfaces in vacuum.
Introduction
In 1965 work of Penrose [3] , he introduced the concept of a closed trapped surface, i.e. a closed spacelike surface with the property that the area element decreases pointwise for any infinitesimal displacement along the future null direction normal to the surface. Based on this concept, Penrose proved his famous incompleteness theorem. The incompleteness theorem says the following: a vacuum spacetime cannot be future null geodesically complete if it contains a non-compact Cauchy hypersurface and moreover contains a closed trapped surface. Then it follows that the spacetime with a complete null infinity which contains a closed trapped surface must contain a future event horizon the interior of which contains the closed trapped surface.
The incompleteness theorem gives rise to the following problem: could the closed trapped surface be formed dynamically in vacuum? In the important monograph of Christodoulou [1] , he answered this problem positively by showing that the closed trapped surface could be formed by sufficiently strong incoming gravitational waves. Christodoulou introduced a new method called "short pulse method", which allows him to establish a longtime existence theorem for a development of initial data which is large enough so that the trapped surfaces have a chance to form within this development.
Klainerman, Luk and Rodnianski derived an anisotropic criterion for formation of trapped surfaces in vacuum in [2] . The original trapped surface formation theorem requires a lower bound on energy per solid angle of the incoming gravitational waves in all directions. They showed instead that, if the energy per solid angle of the incoming gravitational waves in some neighbourhood of some direction is sufficiently large depending on the size of the neighbourhood, then the development of initial data contains a trapped surface. Their result is surprising since the spacetime could be flat in a large part of the development of initial data they considered.
One of the key ideas in [2] is that given the existence result of [1] , one needs to solve an elliptic inequality to find a surface in the spacetime which is trapped.
We find that the construction of the trapped surface in [2] is connected to the geometric properties of the intersection of a null hyperplane with a lightcone in the Minkowski spacetime. This thus in principle provides a better conceptual understanding of the result in [2] .
2 The geometry of a spacelike surface in a vacuum spacetime
We consider a spacelike surface S in a vacuum spacetime pM, gq. On the normal bundle NS of S , we can introduce a null frame tL, Lu. L, L are future directed null vector fields in NS and satisfies gpL, Lq "´2.
Such choice of a null frame is not unique, since for any positive function a on S , taL, a´1Lu is another null frame. Associated with a null frame tL, Lu, we can define the following 2-covariant tensor fields χ, χ and the1-form ζ over S by
for any vector fields X, Y tangential to S . χ is the second fundamental form of S corresponding to L and χ is the second fundamental form corresponding to L. We call ζ the torsion of the null frame tL, Lu. The traces trχ, trχ of χ, χ are called the null expansions and the tracefree parts p χ, p χ are called the shears.
Definition 2.1. 1. A spacelike surface S is called trapped if the two null expansions are both negative, i.e. trχ ă 0 and trχ ă 0.
2. A spacelike surface S is called marginally trapped if one of the null expansion is identically zero and the other is negative.
We choose an orthogonal frame te 1 , e 2 u on the tangent bundle TS such that te 1 , e 2 , e 3 " L, e 4 " Lu is a positive oriented frame on pM, gq. We denote the area element of S by ǫ/. Let the Latin index a, b,¨¨¨denote 1, 2. We define the 2-covariant S -tensor fields α, α, the S -tangential 1-forms β, β and the functions ρ, σ on S as following:
Because of the symmetries of the curvature tensor and the Ricci flat condition, we have
Hence tα, α, β, β, ρ, σu contains all the curvature components.
We have the following Gauss equation:
3 The Minkowski spacetime pM, ηq and the representation of a surface in the lightcone in M
The Minkowski spacetime is the 4-dim affine space M endowed with the flat Lorentzian metric η.
Let tt, r, ϑ, φu be the spatial polar coordinate system where t P R, r P R ą0 , ϑ P p0, πq and φ P p0, 2πq. The coordinate transformation from the spatial polar coordinates to the rectangular coordinates is px 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 q " pt, r sin ϑ cos φ, r sin ϑ sin φ, r cos ϑq.
We define two optical functions u " 1 2 pt´rq and v " 1 2 pt`rq. Then denote tC u u the level sets of u and tC v u the level sets of v. C u is the future half lightcone issuing from the point pu, 0, 0, 0q and C v is the past half lightcone issuing from the point pv, 0, 0, 0q. We denote S u,v the intersection C u with C v .
tu, v, ϑ, φu is also a coordinate system on M and we call it a double null coordinate system. The metric η takes the form η "´2pdu b dv`dv b duq`r 2 pdϑ 2`s in 2 ϑdφ 2 q with r " v´u. The intrinsic geometry of S u,v is a round sphere of radius v´u.
The coordinate vector fields B v and B u are two geodesic null vector fields generating the lightcones C u and C v . Moreover they are normal to the surface S u,v and ηpB u , B v q "´2. Hence tB u , B v u is a null frame on S u,v . Let us denote tB v , B u u by tL, Lu. Then we can apply the constructions in the section 2. We have
and
We consider the lightcone C 0 which is the past half lightcone issuing from the origin. tu, ϑ, φu is a coordinate system on C 0 . The metric η restricted to C 0 takes the form η| C 0 " u 2 pdϑ 2s in 2 ϑdφ 2 q. Let S be a spacelike surface in C 0 , we could represent it as a graph of a positive function f on the sphere: S " tpu "´f pϑ, φq, ϑ, φqu. Conversely, for any positive function f on the sphere, we could construct a spacelike surface S f in C 0 by S f " tpu "´f pϑ, φq, ϑ, φqu. The metric η restricted to S f takes the form η| S f " f 2 pϑ, φqpdϑ 2`s in 2 ϑdφ 2 q, which is a conformal deformation of the round sphere.
4 The sections of a lightcone in the Minkowski spacetime pM, ηq
We investigate the geometry of the surface S f constructed above. The tangent space of S f is spanned by t r B ϑ , r B φ u where
L " B u is a null vector field normal to S f . By solving the equation
We can calculate the null expansions trr χ and trr χ, the shears p r χ and p r χ, the torsion r ζ and the curvature components r α, r α, r β, r β, r ρ, r σ along S f corresponding to t r L, r Lu. Since the Minkowski spacetime is flat, the curvature components are all zero. For our purpose, we are more concerning with the null expansions,
where∆ is the Laplacian operator on the round sphere of radius 1. One can easily get the formula for trr χ from the Gauss equation (2.1). Since the intrinsic geometry of S f is conformal to the round sphere with the conformal factor f 2 , we have 2) which is consistent with the our formulas for trr χ and trr χ.
One can not find a closed trapped spacelike section in C 0 , since the Minkowski spacetime is complete. However as we already mentioned in the introduction that [2] proved that one could find a closed trapped surface in a vacuum spacetime which has sufficiently strong gravitation waves concentrated near some direction. It is interesting to see how the piece of the surface contained in the flat portion of the spacetime could be trapped.
It is well know that via the stereographic projection, one can conformally deform the round sphere minus a point to the flat plane. The conformal factor of the stereographic projection is e´w where w is the Green's function for the Laplacian on the round sphere. In the spherical coordinates,
Since the Laplacian∆"
B 2 φ , we have∆ w "´1 outside the point ϑ " 0. In the sense of distribution, w satisfies∆ w`1 " 4πδ, where δ is the Dirac function at the point ϑ " 0. Considering the surface r S " S e´w , then its intrinsic metric η| r S " e´2 w pdϑ 2`s in 2 ϑdφ 2 q has zero Gauss curvature. We have that trr χ "´2e w " cos ϑ´1,
Hence r S is marginally trapped. Easy to see that r S is not compact, since it goes to infinity in the lightcone at the point ϑ " 0.
Parameterized by tϑ, φu, we have the following map to represent r S in the rectangular coordinates:
pϑ, φq Þ Ñ px 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 q " p´2 1´cos ϑ , 2 sin ϑ cos φ 1´cos ϑ , 2 sin ϑ sin φ 1´cos ϑ , 2 cos ϑ 1´cos ϑ q.
Obviously, r S lies in the null hyperplane H n " tx 0`x3 "´2u. Actually r S " C 0 X H n , because by solving the following equation # x 0`x3 "´2,
we get exactly r S . The intersection of C 0 with the spacelike hyperplane H s " tx 0 "´1u is a spacelike surface S 1 " tp´1, sin ϑ cos φ, sin ϑ sin φ, cos φqu. S 1 with its intrinsic metric is a round sphere of radius 1. The intersection of C 0 with the timelike hyperplane H t " tx 3 "´1u is a spacelike surface S 2 " tx 3 "´1,´x 2 0`x 2 1`x 2 2 "´1u " t 1 cos ϑ ,´tan ϑ cos φ,´tan ϑ sin φ,´1qu. S 2 with its intrinsic metric is a hyperbolic surface of constant Gauss curvature´1. S 2 is in fact trapped, however it is not compact.
In fact the intersection of C 0 with any spacelike hyperplane is intrinsically a round sphere of constant positive Gauss curvature. The intersection with any timelike hyperplane is of constant negative Gauss curvature.
5 The short pulse initial data and the trapped surface formation theorem
In [1] , Christodoulou introduced the short pulse initial data and proved the longtime existence theorem for such initial data. If an additional lower bound of the initial data is assumed, then a trapped surface will be formed in the domain of existence of the solution. We present here the short pulse initial data and outline the argument of the trapped surface formation theorem. Consider the characteristic initial data problem on an outgoing lightcone C. Let o be the vertex of the lightcone and T be a timelike vector at o. Then we can construct an affine parameter s on C such that the generator L of s satisfies that gpL, T q "´1 at o. We choose a constant r 0 ą 1 and define the new affine parameter u " s´r 0 . We set the initial data before u " 0 to be trivial. The initial data is nontrivial in the part t0 ď u ď δu for some small δ. Let ψ 0 be a smooth 2-dimensional symmetric trace-free matrix-valued function on S 2 , depending on s P r0, 1s, which extends smoothly by 0 to s ď 0. We set
Then the initial data in 0 ď u ď δ is given by the 2-covariant symmetric positive definite tensor desity m on S 2 depending on u m " exp ψ.
The incoming energy per unit solid angle in each direction in the interval r0, δs is the integral
The factor δ 1 2 in the ansatz (5.1) appears because of the desire to form trapped surfaces from the focusing of incoming waves. Now we turn to the argument of the trapped surface formation theorem in [1] . By the theorem of domain of dependence, we know that the future M 0 of tu ď 0u is flat. The future boundary of M 0 is the incoming lightcone C u"0 . Let Γ be the geodesic tangent to T and t be the affine parameter of Γ generated by T . We define a new function u along Γ by u " t 2´r 0 and u is extended as an optical function in the development which is constant along the future light cones with vertices on Γ. Set u 0 "´r 0 . We are interested in the development of C u"0,u 0 ďuď0 and C u"u 0 ,0ďuďδ . In the development u is extended to be an optical function which is constant along the incoming null hypersurfaces corresponding to the level sets of u on C u 0 . Then the level sets of u and u give rise to a double null foliation in the development.
Let S u,u be the intersection of C u with C u and H´1 be the spacelike hypersurface foliated by tS u,u u u`u"´1 . The existence theorem guarantees that, for fixed r 0 and ψ 0 , if we choose δ suitably small depending on r and ψ 0 , we can solve the characteristic initial data problem and construct a regular spacetime at least up to H´1. We denote by M´1 the spacetime bounded by C u 0 , C 0 , C δ and H´1. In M´1, the outmost spacelike section of the double null foliations is S´1´δ ,δ .
Let k be a constant greater than 1. If we assume that the incoming energy per unit solid angle in each direction in the advanced time interval r0, δs is not less than k 8π , which is the uniform on S 2 lower bound mentioned in the introduction, then for suitably small δ, S´1´δ ,δ is actually trapped. For trχ, we have on C δˇt rχ`2 |u|ˇˇˇˇď Opδ|u|´2q.
For trχ, we can estimate from the second variation formula along the generators of C u and the incoming energy along C u :
We integrate the second variation formula (5.2) along the generators of C u ,
We have the following estimation
Then from (5.3) and (5.4), we get the estimation of trχ on C δ trχpu, δ, θq ď 2 |u|´2
Hence if the incoming energy per unit solid angle in each direction in the advanced time interval r0, δs is not less than
(5.5)
Then we conclude that if δ is suitably small,
Hence S´1´δ ,δ is trapped.
6 The connection between sections of a lightcone in pM, ηq and the anisotropic criterion for formation of trapped surfaces
In [2] , it is showed that one can find a closed trapped surface r S in C δ provided that the incoming energy per unit solid angle is large in some neighbourhood of some direction. The keys of the argument in [2] are a transformation formula for the null expansion trr χ of r S , which leads to an elliptic inequality, and the solution of this elliptic inequality. We will see how the solution of the elliptic inequality in [2] is connected to the geometric properties of sections of a lightcone in pM, ηq derived in section 4.
We present here the transformation formula and the derivation of the elliptic inequality. tu, u, θu is the double null coordinate system in M´1. Any spacelike section r S in C δ can be represented as the graph of a function f on S 2 , i.e. r S " tpu "´f pθq, δ, θqu. Then by the transformation formula for trr χ from [2] ,
For a fixed function f on S 2 , as δ Ñ 0, the transformation formula becomes
Let kpθq be the incoming energy per solid angle in the direction θ, i.e.
kpθq " r 2 8π
Then we substitute the estimation (5.5) of trχ into the transformation formula (6.1) to get trr χpθq ď 2 f p1´∆ log f q´2 kpθq f 2 as δ Ñ 0. The goal is to find f such that the right hand side is less than 0, i.e. to find the solution of the following elliptic inequality
We shall use the knowledge about the sections of a lightcone in the Minkowski spacetime from section 4 to construct a solution f of (6.2), provided that k is large in some neighbourhood of some direction.
Recall the formula (4.1) in section 4, which is a special case of the transformation formula (6.1),
This coincides with the first term of the right hand side of the elliptic inequality (6.2). Intuitively, we can interpret the right hand side of (6.2) as following: the first term 2 f p1´∆ log f q comes from the intrinsic metric ofS , which is like in the flat spacetime and the second term´2 kpθq f 2 comes from the incoming energy of the gravitational wave. The second term is a good term for the elliptic inequality, which shows that the incoming gravitational wave helps the surface becoming trapped.
From section 4, we know that the intersection of a null hyperplane with a lightcone is trapped. Such a trapped surface is not closed. It covers all the directions of the lightcone except one direction. We can cut this surface near the direction which is not covered and glue a piece of spacelike surface covering the direction onto the surface to make a closed surface. For such a closed surface, it will be trapped in the region coinciding with the original trapped surface. For the region near the direction not covered by the original trapped surface, with sufficient strong gravitational wave, we can make it being trapped. That is the geometric picture of the following construction of a solution of the elliptic inequality (6.2). The construction here is almost identical to that of [2] .
Let tϑ, ψu be the coordinate system on S 2 . We choose a positive smooth cutoff function g supported in r0, 2s such that g " 1 on [0,1] and decreases to 0 on r1, 2s. Let ε be an arbitrary small positive number. Denote g ε pϑ, ψq " gp ϑ ε q. Then we construct f ε by log f ε " #´p 1`εqw, ϑ P r2ε, πs, p1´g ε qp1`εqw´g ε p1`εqw ε , ϑ P r0, 2εq, where wpϑ, ψq " 2 log sin ϑ 2 is the Green's function of the Laplacian on the round sphere and w ε " 2 log sin ε 2 . Let k ε in the following be:
f ε p1´∆ log f ε q (6.3)
We choose initial data such that the incoming energy per unit solid angle kpϑ, ψq in tϑ P r0, 2εsu is larger than k ε . In the following we prove that for δ suitable small, the surface S f ε " tp´f ε pθq, δ, θqu is trapped.
